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Abstract

Macro studies of ethnic violence and autonomy assume central governments resist

subnational ethnic autonomy on nationalist and economic grounds. I examine these

microfoundational claims with original data on Indian parliamentary debates on fed-

eral reorganization in the 1950s. I obtain legislators’ stances on dozens of proposals

for ethnic autonomy and evaluate features of legislators and of autonomy demands as

explanations for opposition to ethnic autonomy. Contrary to theory, opposition was

not trained on autonomy demands from revenue and resource rich areas. Central re-

ligious and linguistic nationalism played ambiguous roles. Above all, regional ethnic

rivalries drove opposition to autonomy. The findings suggest new mechanisms and

hypotheses to inform the comparative study of ethnoterritorial politics.
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Most ethnic conflict concerns territory. Of the 293 mobilized ethnic groups tracked by Minori-

ties at Risk, 56% define themselves in terms of a territory where they ask for greater self-rule—they

seek sovereignty, merger with a neighboring state, autonomy in a subnational jurisdiction, or spe-

cial rights within their region.1 Territorial autonomy is the issue at stake in most ethnic civil wars

and in the most protracted and deadly civil wars.2 Where ethnic groups cross international borders,

movements for ethnoterritorial self-rule can also spur interstate violence.3

Amidst this turmoil, the number of subnational autonomous ethnic jurisdictions has grown

rapidly since the mid-twentieth century.4 However, central governments vary in their willingness

to grant such autonomy. This variation is not only across countries but across demands from within

the same country.5 Relatively few countries are entirely organized into autonomous ethnic units.6

Instead, central governments give some areas autonomy and rebuff others.

Research on ethnoterritorial autonomy, particularly in developing countries, most often mea-

sures aggregate outcomes: where do autonomy movements materialize, use violence, or succeed.7

The microfoundations of these patterns—such as when and why central government actors oppose

autonomy—are rarely explored directly.8 A few studies unpack pro-autonomy movements,9 but

not the mechanisms behind government responses to those movements.

This article speaks to the microfoundations of ethnoterritorial politics using legislative debates

from the reorganization of India into a quasi-linguistic federation in the 1950s. I measure and

explain the opposition of Indian members of parliament (MPs) to the dozens of autonomy proposals

circulating at the time. Autonomy movements existed in all parts of India in the 1950s. All

national legislators responded to autonomy proposals directly relevant to their constituencies and

to proposals from farther afield, as well as to demands that varied by economic and ethnic profile.

I exploit this rich variation while also focusing on a single country and time period, controlling for

factors such as the institutional structure of the central government and state military strength.10

I also shed light on a particularly important episode of ethnofederal institutional change. In the

1950s, the survival of India as a single country was by no means certain.11 The 1956 reorganization
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has been credited with shoring up the country’s territorial integrity and commended as a model for

other diverse countries.12

I use the debates to consider the microlevel implications of three explanations for why central

actors oppose autonomy: central ethnic nationalism; opportunities for central economic extrac-

tion; and competing ethnic interests in an autonomy movement’s region. Existing studies have

correlated all of these factors with outcomes such as territorial autonomy and ethnic war. I test

the theories’ observable implications about government opposition to autonomy. By investigat-

ing these microfoundations, I raise questions about the mechanisms behind aggregate patterns in

ethnic politics.

I find that opposition to autonomy is persistently shaped by regional ethnic rivalries, a neglected

aspect of ethnoterritorial politics. Indian MPs were more likely to oppose a proposal for ethnic

autonomy by their constituents’ non-coethnic neighbors.

Central nationalism played an ambiguous role in central legislators’ opposition to autonomy.

MPs were especially opposed to autonomy proposals from non-Hindu areas but not from minority

language areas. Surprisingly, the resistance to non-Hindu autonomy is evident among MPs whose

own constituencies were not majority Hindu. I argue that central nationalism in India in this period

was important but it counterintuitively led MPs to be most hostile to identities that crosscut central

nationalism rather than identities that stood outside that nationalism. Finally, there is no evidence

that members of parliament were more likely to oppose autonomy for relatively wealthy or rela-

tively resource rich areas. If anything, MPs opposed autonomy for poor areas, which might not be

able to cover their own administrative costs. The MPs’ focus on financial viability makes sense

post hoc but is quite different from the concern for central extraction that dominates economic

accounts of ethnoterritorial politics.
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Central views of autonomy

This section reviews theories of ethnic territorial violence and autonomy. Central actors’ interests

and preferences are not the dependent variable in most of this work. Yet, the arguments in this

literature have observable implications for central actors’ opposition to various autonomy demands.

Central nationalism

Ethnoterritorial conflict is most frequently blamed on ethnically narrow central governments with

exclusionary nationalist projects.13 In many European cases, strong states and strong civil societies

allowed central nationalism to subdue the periphery. In weaker or newer states, minorities in the

periphery are comparatively unassimilated. Meanwhile, the central government is beholden to a

relatively narrow ethnic clientèle. It is unlikely to share power with excluded groups unless com-

pelled by violence. The observable implication of this line of argument is that central elites who

represent a dominant ethnic group resist autonomy for identities that conflict with the nationalist

project. Central resistance strengthens as the cultural differences between the dominant group and

the group seeking autonomy widen.14

Economic value of proposed autonomous area

A second account holds that central actors see regional autonomy as a loss of control over material

resources.15 Assuming the central government can extract a surplus from even poor areas of the

periphery, resources explain why central governments oppose ethnic autonomy in general. The

center is particularly opposed to autonomy for relatively wealthy or resource rich areas, from

which more can be extracted.16

If central resistance to autonomy is primarily motivated by control of economic resources in

the periphery, two observable implications follow. Central actors should be most likely to oppose

greater autonomy for relatively wealthy regions and those with abundant natural resources.
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Regional rivalry

A final perspective on ethnic territorial autonomy stresses that these movements frequently face

local opposition from non-coethnic groups.17 Creation of an autonomous ethnic region threatens

to disadvantage local minorities in the struggle for political and economic resources.18 Ethnically

defined jurisdictions may allocate some rights on the basis of ethnic criteria, as opposed to resi-

dency requirements.19 Citizens outside the autonomous area would be comparatively unaffected by

these measures. This difference in salience by region implies that elites are most likely to oppose

autonomy for populations that share a region but not an ethnic identity with their own supporters.

I have reviewed speculations about why central government actors oppose some autonomy

demands and not others drawn from the literature on macro outcomes in ethnoterritorial politics.

Below, I operationalize and test these proposed mechanisms using original data from the Indian

parliament.

Indian legislators and ethnofederal upheaval

India’s constitutional assembly, dominated by the Indian National Congress (INC) party, preserved

many of the subnational borders of British India. When the constitution was finalized in 1950, sub-

national borders gave a few ethnic groups a majority at the state level. Bengalis of West Bengal

fit this description. West Bengal was the exception, however. Most states had no majority ethno-

linguistic community. By keeping the British-era borders, the Congress leadership, under Prime

Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, had reversed its pre-independence support for language-based federal-

ism. By contrast, many middle-tier Congress members supported reorganization, as did much of

the political opposition.20

Rioting in south India forced Nehru to reorganization, which became law in 1956. The 1956

borders drew states with numerically dominant language communities. The proportion of Indians

living in a state where one language group was in the majority went from 35% in 1950 to 52% in
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1956. India was not constitutionally redefined as an ethnic federation. However, the states’ gov-

ernments, now dominated by ethnic majorities, had control over the language of state government

and education, ethnic quotas in hiring and education, and residency restrictions on many public

services.21

The data for this project come from the midst of that process. In 1955, the Indian Lok Sabha—

the directly elected lower house of the national parliament—considered the report of a centrally-

appointed States Reorganisation Commission (SRC). The SRC had made a 2 year fact-finding tour,

collecting proposals for redrawing India’s subnational boundaries. Most of the petitions called for

one ethnic group or another to be given a jurisdiction where it would have an overwhelming ma-

jority. In its final report, the SRC summarized the proposals it had received and gave a recommen-

dation on each.22 Shortly after the report was made public, the Lok Sabha debated its contents.

The proposals at stake

The Lok Sabha debate was opened with a motion that the SRC’s report should be “taken into

consideration.”23 This purely advisory motion allowed the debate to range over the whole of the

report; details of reorganization would be hammered out later. The Speaker structured discussion

following the outline of the SRC’s report, with its enumeration of autonomy petitions from across

the country. Table 1 gives two examples of petitions received by the SRC. The first is a proposal

for the Malayala-majority district of Madras to be transferred from Madras (an existing, Tamil-

plurality state) to Travancore-Cochin, a Malayala-majority state. Moving Malabar to Travancore-

Cochin would give ethnic self-rule to the Malayalas in Malabar. This petition was commended by

the SRC and implemented in 1956. The second example in Table 1 is a petition for the centrally-

controlled territory of Tripura to be made into a state with an elected government. Tripura’s Bengali

majority would gain ethnoterritorial autonomy. This proposal was unsuccessful. Tripura stayed

under central rule and did not become a state until 1971.

I counted 72 proposals for ethnic self-rule in the SRC’s report, of which 23 (32%) succeeded
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Table 1: Examples of proposals for ethnic territorial autonomy described in the 1955 report of
India’s State Reorganisation Commission

Proposal
Ethnoterritorial
autonomy for

MP’s constituency in
proposal region if

MP’s constituency
coethnic with proposed
autonomous group if

Malabar district of
Madras to
Travancore-Cochin

Malayalas of
Malabar

In Madras or
Travancore-Cochin

Malayala-majority
constituency

Elected state
government in Tripura
instead of central rule

Bengalis of
Tripura

In Tripura or Assam
(SRC recommended

merger of Tripura and
Assam)

Bengali-majority
constituency

in 1956.24 My goal is not to explain the ultimate success or failure of each autonomy proposal but

to record central government actors’ reactions to these proposals.

For and against

To gauge MP opposition to autonomy petitions, I use a December 1955 debate in the Lok Sabha,

the directly elected house of India’s parliament.25 The debate ran for more than a week and had

very broad participation. Members who did not have a chance to speak could include written

statements in the official proceedings. In total, 266 legislators gave either a speech or a statement,

accounting for almost 60% of the chamber.

I read and coded the content of every speech and statement, noting which autonomy proposals

an MP discussed and whether they supported or opposed those proposals. Most MPs referred

explicitly to specific proposals in the SRC report and spoke for or against them. A few MPs

indicated that they supported the status quo. Others called for all of the proposals in the SRC’s

report to be resolved in favor of greater ethnic autonomy.

My analysis is based on debate transcripts, rather than roll call votes, which are rare in the

Lok Sabha. The final vote on state reorganization, in fall 1956, was reported in Indian newspapers
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but it is not particularly illuminating. The vote at that point was on the entire reorganization bill,

encompassing dozens of jurisdictional changes and excluding many more. In comparative politics,

legislatures that rarely vote or vote only on omnibus legislation are a common problem.26 In these

cases, debate transcripts are the only means to observe legislators’ positions on an issue-by-issue

basis.

To encode MPs’ statements, I constructed a list of MP/proposal pairs or dyads. Each of the 266

MPs who gave a speech or statement is paired with each of the 72 proposals for ethnic territorial

self-rule described by the SRC report.27 For each MP/proposal dyad, I coded a dummy variable

for whether the MP opposed this petition for ethnic autonomy. The variable is coded as a 1 if the

MP spoke or wrote against a proposal for self-rule and a 0 if the MP spoke in favor. If an MP

did not mention the issue or mentioned it in a neutral manner, the dependent variable is coded as

missing. Summary statistics for all variables are in Table A1 as part of an on-line appendix.28

I treat not taking a stance on a particular autonomy demand as similar to an observation of

abstention in roll call data. The best known dataset on the US Congress, DW-Nominate, treats

abstentions as missing data.29 Analysis of that data suggests abstention is correlated with indif-

ference and uncontroversial issues.30 MPs who spoke in the Lok Sabha had a (loosely enforced)

time limit, making it likely that not speaking on a particular autonomy proposal is an indication of

having indifferent views. Although omitting proposals that an MP ignored is an imperfect solution,

it is probably preferable to introducing an opaque selection model. My results are also similar if

all non-mentions are coded as cases of non-opposition.31

Some MPs did not contribute to the Lok Sabha proceedings at all. Typically, debate time in the

Lok Sabha is divided among political parties according to their strength in the house. Party leaders

choose who will use the party’s time. In the case of the reorganization debates, the Speaker of the

Lok Sabha began the debate by asking proponents and opponents of particular autonomy demands

to submit, as a group, the name of a pleader who would argue their position. Unfortunately, there is

no record of what members submitted in response. Qualitatively, the assumption running through
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the debates was that MPs who spoke gave opinions that were representative of categories of MPs.

For example, the Speaker noted that members from seats reserved for certain tribes would be called

on to give the “tribal point of view.”32 In theory, then, recorded statements were representative of

MPs from similar constituencies.

Sources of opposition

The literature reviewed above yields three clusters of expectations about the nature of opposi-

tion to autonomy demands. The first predicts greater resistance to autonomy demands made by

a non-dominant ethnic group and greater opposition among central actors drawn from the coun-

try’s dominant ethnic group. In the second account, central government actors are more likely to

oppose autonomy proposals for relatively developed areas and for relatively resource rich areas.

Third, the logic of regional rivalries suggests central actors are especially likely to oppose auton-

omy movements that are both from the same region as their supporters and ethnically unaffiliated

with those supporters. This section explains how each of these expectations can be tested in the

Indian legislative data.

Central nationalism operationalized

India is majority Hindu and plurality Hindi-speaking, at least according to central nationalism circa

the 1950s. Most accounts of India’s first national leaders agree that these men viewed autonomy for

religious minorities as dangerous.33 For example, one Congress MP argued against the proposal

for Jharkhand state by saying it threatened to become a “Christianistan.”34 Nationalists also aimed

to promote linguistic unity. The central government planning a transition to using only Hindi,

instead of English and Hindi, as the language of central government business. Central ministries

were also developing and promoting Modern Standard Hindi (MSH) throughout the north of the

country. MSH was meant to eclipse dozens of existing languages that linguists most often classify

into two large categories, Eastern and Western Hindi. Interestingly, these two language families do
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not have a common origin.35

The logic of central nationalism suggests especially high opposition to autonomy demands

from non-Hindu areas. MPs representing Hindu majority constituencies should be the most likely

to oppose religious minority autonomy. The linguistic dimension of central nationalism implies

that autonomy demands by non-Hindi speakers would be most-often opposed. MPs representing

Hindi-speaking areas would be the most likely to oppose minority linguistic group autonomy.

To check these four conjectures, I coded autonomy demands according to the religion and

language of the proposed autonomous population and coded MPs according to the religion and

language of their constituency. A variable named Non-Hindu area autonomy proposal indicates

whether less than 50% of the population in a proposed autonomous area was Hindu.36 For each MP,

I code a Hindu constituency dummy: a 0/1 indicator for whether 50% or more of the population in

an MP’s constituency was Hindu. Using language data, I coded similar variables to indicate a Non-

Hindi area autonomy proposal or an MP representing a Hindi majority constituency.37 I included

the multiple languages classified by linguists as forms of Eastern Hindi and Western Hindi in my

coding of Hindi-majority constituencies and claim areas. All of the Hindi-majority proposal areas

in the data were also Hindu-majority, although the reverse does not hold.

Note that in codings of MP affinity for Hindu and Hindi nationalism, I focus on the ethnic

composition of the MP’s constituency rather than the identity of the MP. In the coding of regional

rivalries below, I likewise use MPs’ constituents and not the MPs themselves to determine ethnic

alignments. Constituency ethnic composition can be more reliably measured than MPs’ personal

religious or ethnolinguistic identities. The two are also highly correlated due to the role of identity

politics in Indian campaigns.38 Studies of the Lok Sabha suggest that the religious and ethnic

identities of MPs almost always correspond to the majority group in their constituency.39
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Economic factors in India

Extraction-maximizing central actors should oppose autonomy for relatively wealthy regions and

for regions with abundant natural resources. These claims can be evaluated here by measuring

the economic conditions in proposed autonomous areas. Subnational indicators of domestic pro-

duction are not available for India in the 1950s. I use literacy rates are a proxy for economic

modernization. I code an indicator for a proposal from a relatively Developed area of the country.

This variable takes the value of one for proposed autonomous territories where the literacy rate is

higher than the national literacy rate at the time.40 Roughly one-third of the autonomy proposals

in the data concerned areas with literacy rates above the national average. I used a dichotomous

measure of relative development for ease of interpretation. The results are substantively similar

with a continuous measure of literacy in the proposal area relative to India as a whole.41

A second dummy variable notes a proposal area where oil or mineral resources were being

extracted. Oil or mineral resources in proposal area is coded as a one if any of the following

were being produced in the proposed autonomous territory: oil, copper, coal, zinc, lead, gold,

or diamonds.42 India has very limited oil and mineral resources and any area where this kind of

production was taking place can be considered relatively resource rich.

Regional rivalry in the India context

Finally, the regional interests at stake in autonomy demands may have driven MP opposition. I sort

MP/proposal dyads according to regional and ethnic criteria. First, I distinguish dyads in which

an autonomy proposal was likely to affect the MP’s home region. An autonomy petition is “in-

region” relative to a particular MP if that proposal would have changed the borders or government

of (i) the state from which the MP had been elected or (ii) a state the MP’s constituency was

slated to join under one or both of the two omnibus plans for state reorganization circulated in

advance of the debate. The plans were the SRC’s recommendations and a modified version of those
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recommendations produced by the Congress leadership. Legislators were by no means universally

supportive of either plan. However, given the Congress parliamentary majority, either plan might

plausibly have been enacted and MPs needed to take the implications for their constituency into

account.

Consider the first example in Table 1, a proposal to move the Malabar district from Madras state

to Travancore-Cochin state. I code an MP/Malabar proposal dyad as “in-region” if the MP was

elected from Madras, the state where Malabar was in 1955, or elected from Travancore-Cochin.

All other MPs are “out-of-region” with respect to this proposal for Malabar. The second example

is the case of Tripura, which was a centrally-governed state under the 1950 constitution and whose

Bengali majority sought greater autonomy in the form of an elected state government. The SRC

recommended against that idea and instead suggested that Tripura and Assam merge. The Tripura

demand for self-rule is “in-region” for MPs elected from Tripura or Assam. For MPs elected from

states other than Tripura and Assam, this proposal was outside of their region.

After sorting dyads in terms of shared region, I identify coethnicity. Like the in-region/out-

of-region distinction, an MP’s constituency is coethnic with respect to some petitions for self-rule

but not others. I determine coethnicity based on language because the autonomy proposals put

before the SRC were almost uniformly stated in terms of linguistic identities. An MP represents

“coethnic” constituents relative to a proposal to give greater autonomy to the ethnolinguistic group

that was also in the majority among the MP’s constituents. An MP represents “non-coethnic”

constituents relative to a proposal for giving self-rule to any ethnolinguistic group that was not the

majority among the MP’s constituents. Returning to the examples in Table 1, MPs are coded as

having coethnic constituents relative to the Malabar proposal only if the MP represented a majority

Malayala-speaking electoral district. MPs represented coethnics of the Tripura proposal if their

constituents were majority Bengali. MPs from districts where the majority language was anything

other than Bengali had non-coethnic constituents relative to the Tripura autonomy proposal. Note

that coethnics were not necessarily in the same region. For example, in Tripura’s case, some MPs
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with Bengali-majority constituencies were from the out-of-region state of West Bengal.

Sorting MP/proposal dyads by regional and ethnic alignment produces four combinations: (1)

a Constituency in proposal region and coethnic MP/proposal pairing, (2) Constituency in proposal

region but not coethnic, (3) out-of-region and coethnic, and (4) out-of-region and non-coethnic.

The first category—coethnic and in-region—includes cases in which the MP’s constituents are the

main proponents of autonomy. The third category, out-of-region and coethnic, has relatively few

cases. In the analysis to come, I combine the third and fourth categories, considering all out-of-

region MPs as a group. The resulting variable is labeled Constituency outside proposal region in

regression tables.43

Regression set-up

The next section is an analysis of the debates data using ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions

of whether an MP opposed a particular proposal for ethnic self-rule.44 The unit of analysis is an

MP/autonomy proposal dyad and the outcome is opposition by the MP to that autonomy proposal,

a 0/1 variable. Despite the binary dependent variable, I use OLS so that I can estimate models that

include fixed effects (dummy variables) for each MP and, in some models, for each autonomy de-

mand. Even with a large number of fixed effects, OLS produces unbiased estimates of coefficients

on other variables. Non-linear models, such as logistic regression, are biased in such cases.

Fixed effects are useful because the autonomy schemes before parliament and the MPs reacting

to those schemes varied on so many dimensions. Using MP fixed effects means that the compar-

isons in the regressions are based on comparing a particular MP’s stances on different proposals,

as opposed to comparing primarily across different MPs.45 The MP fixed effects also help side

step the problem of some MPs being absent from the sample because they did not contribute to the

debate. In the appendix to this paper, I present regressions without MP fixed effects but with MPs’

political party affiliations; the results are similar to those reported here.46

Proposal fixed effects take into account the qualitative differences between various autonomy
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demands. Consider the examples in Table 1. The Malabar proposal implied moving a district

between states. The Tripura proposal would not change jurisdictional boundaries but asked to

convert a centrally-ruled area into a state. MPs might have been more opposed to new borders than

to new state governments or vice versa. When a model includes proposal dummy variables, the

analysis averages out all MPs’ reactions to each issue, capturing whatever made some proposals

particularly popular or unpopular. The proposal fixed effects are also useful because one cannot

observe proposals that were never made because of an expectation of overwhelming opposition.

The downside of the proposal fixed effects is that they can only be used with variables that are not

constant for a particular proposal, ruling out variables for the economic or cultural characteristics

of a proposal area.

In regressions without proposal fixed effects, I include several control variables measured as

features of autonomy demands. First, I record whether there had been pro-autonomy violence

in support of a proposal.47 To account for collective action potential, I measure Distance to New

Delhi (Ln km), the total population in the proposal’s region (Ln population of proposed autonomous

area), and the share of the proposed autonomous area’s population belonging to the ethnolinguistic

group associated with that proposal (Population share of autonomy-seeking group). Finally, to

capture the political inclusion of the group seeking autonomy, I measure the ruling party vote

share in the 1951 Lok Sabha elections in the proposed autonomous area: Congress vote share in

proposal area.

Central nationalism, economics, or regional factors?

Table 2 reports OLS models of MP opposition to ethnoterritorial autonomy, all of which include

MP fixed effects. Model 1 includes proposal characteristics—relative development, natural re-

sources, and religious composition—and characteristics of MP/proposal dyads. In the latter cate-

gory are the interaction term of MPs representing Hindu constituencies with autonomy proposals

involving religious minorities (Hindu constituency * Non-Hindu proposal) and the regional ri-
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valry variables. Including an interaction term in a model without one of the components of that

term—here, the variable for a Hindu constituency—is somewhat counterintuitive. The Hindu con-

stituency variable is being averaged out by the MP fixed effects. Because that variable does not

appear separately, the model does not estimate the difference in rates of opposition between MPs

representing Hindu and non-Hindu constituencies. Instead, Model 1 estimates whether proposals

from religious minorities were opposed more often generally—the coefficient on Non-Hindu area

autonomy proposal—and whether that opposition was especially strong among MPs representing

Hindu constituents—the coefficient on Hindu constituency * Non-Hindu proposal.

Model 2 adds proposal fixed effects to the specification in Model 1. Variables for characteristics

of proposals drop out of the model, leaving only the MP/proposal dyad characteristics. Model 2

assesses the robustness of the Model 1 results on the MP/proposal dyad variables. Models 3 and 4

repeat the estimations in the first two models but focus on linguistic rather than religious identity.

Central nationalism

I first consider how religious nationalism (Models 1 and 2) and linguistic nationalism (Models 3

and 4) influenced opposition. Model 1 confirms the antipathy of Indian central elites to religious

autonomy demands. Non-Hindu area autonomy proposals were more frequently opposed than

proposals from Hindu-majority areas. The coefficient on the non-Hindu area variable implies 38%

greater levels of opposition to demands from religious minorities.

More surprising, however, is that MPs from non-Hindu areas were as averse to minority reli-

gious autonomy as MPs from Hindu areas. In both Models 1 and 2, the interaction term for MPs

from Hindu constituencies and non-Hindu area autonomy proposals has an unexpected negative

sign and is statistically insignificant. The result implies there was no important difference in op-

position to minority autonomy from MPs with Hindu majority constituents compared to MPs from

minority constituencies. I will return to this anomaly below.

Model 3 considers the role of the Hindi language. The dummy variable for autonomy proposals
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Table 2: OLS regression models of MPs’ opposition to ethnic territorial autonomy proposals

Expectation Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area + 0.38∗∗

autonomy proposal (0.12)

Non-Hindi area + −0.098∗∗

autonomy proposal (0.036)

Developed area, + −0.062∗∗ −0.050∗∗

i.e. higher literacy than average (0.018) (0.019)

Oil or mineral + −0.14∗∗ −0.11∗∗

resources in proposal area (0.018) (0.019)

Pro-autonomy −0.068∗∗ 0.011
violence (0.022) (0.020)

Distance to New −0.044∗∗ −0.040∗∗

Delhi (Ln km) (0.0082) (0.0089)

Ln population of −0.025∗∗ −0.041∗∗

proposed autonomous area (0.0082) (0.0083)

Population share of −0.20∗∗ −0.17∗∗

autonomy-seeking group (0.032) (0.032)

Congress vote share −0.25∗∗ −0.25∗∗

in proposal area (0.059) (0.060)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * + −0.13 −0.19
Non-Hindu proposal (0.12) (0.11)

Hindi constituency * + −0.11 −0.13∗

Non-Hindi proposal (0.076) (0.066)

Constituency in + 0.27∗∗ 0.25∗∗ 0.27∗∗ 0.25∗∗

proposal region but not coethnic (0.028) (0.025) (0.028) (0.025)

Constituency outside + 0.11∗∗ 0.11∗∗ 0.12∗∗ 0.11∗∗

proposal region (0.028) (0.025) (0.028) (0.025)

Proposal fixed effects No Yes No Yes
MP fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2458 2458 2458 2458
Adjusted R-squared 0.47 0.59 0.46 0.59

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

45∗∗ 44∗∗ 43∗∗ 43∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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from non-Hindi areas has a negative and statistically significant coefficient, contrary to the intuition

that MPs would be more likely to reject proposals from linguistic minorities. Instead, non-Hindi

area autonomy proposals faced 10% lower rates of opposition. Even among MPs who represented

the dominant, Hindi language community, opposition to minority linguistic demands was lower

than opposition to Hindi area demands. The interaction term of non-Hindi proposals and Hindi

majority constituencies is negatively signed in both Models 3 and 4. If anything, MPs representing

Hindi majority constituencies were less likely than other MPs to oppose autonomy for linguistic

minorities.

In sum, minority religious areas’ autonomy demands were especially likely to meet opposi-

tion. Contrary to the expectations of the standard nationalism literature, that opposition was not

especially driven by MPs representing Hindu constituencies. The Hindi language results are even

more at odds with the supposition that central nationalism explains opposition to autonomy. If

anything, autonomy for linguistic minorities was less likely to be opposed, on average. In the dis-

cussion below, I suggest modifications to the logic of nationalism that help to explain the statistical

results.48

Relative development and resources

Even more than the nationalism measures, the economic variables in Table 2 do not play the role

predicted for them by general theories of ethnoterritorial politics. Contrary to predictions in the

crossnational literature, MPs were, if anything, less likely to oppose autonomy for relatively devel-

oped regions and regions producing oil or minerals. Relative development is associated with 5-6%

lower opposition to autonomy across the models. The resource dummy is predicts 11-14% less

opposition. These negative coefficients are at odds with the expectations of most theories of eth-

noterritorial politics. I offer some speculations regarding what those theories miss about economics

and ethnic autonomy below.

In the appendix to this paper, I estimate a variety of alternative models to look for evidence
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of a positive correlation between relative wealth and central elites’ opposition to autonomy. I

use urbanization and agricultural employment to code relative development.49 I also look for an

interaction between development in a proposed autonomous area and the economic status of an

MP’s constituency.50 These robustness checks do not overturn the conclusion that MPs were most

opposed to autonomy for less developed areas.

Regional rivalries

Finally, the regional rivalry variables are two dummies characterizing MP/proposal dyads in terms

of shared region and ethnic alignment. The omitted category is in-region, coethnic MP/proposal

dyads—i.e., dyads in which the MP’s constituency was in the proposal region and the majority

language group in the MP’s constituency was also the ethnic group for which autonomy is pro-

posed. The rate of MP opposition in these omitted dyads is lower than in either included category,

which is intuitive. The included in-region, non-coethnic and out-of-region variables have positive

and statistically significant coefficients, regardless of whether proposal fixed effects are included

or which other variables are used.

The most important comparison, however, is between the two included variables: one for MPs

representing in-region, non-coethnic constituencies and the other for out-of-region MPs. The re-

gional rivalry logic suggests higher rates of opposition in the former category. In all four models,

an MP was at least twice as likely to oppose autonomy for in-region, non-coethnic groups as to

oppose an out-of-region proposal. F-tests at the bottom of Table 2 evaluate the null hypothesis that

the coefficients on these two regional rivalry variables are equal. All of the models reject the pos-

sibility that out-of-region MPs were as likely to oppose autonomy as MPs representing in-region,

non-coethnic constituencies. Thus, MP opposition to autonomy was substantially stronger when

the balance of ethnic power in their own region was up for debate than otherwise.
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An interaction with pro-autonomy violence?

Perhaps the role of central nationalism or economic development would be clearer if the interplay

between these factors and violence were included in the model. When pro-autonomy violence

happened, did legislators’ reactions vary depending on features of the MP or of the autonomy

demand? For example, did it matter for MP reaction to violence whether a region demanding

autonomy was majority Hindu or not? In Model 2, violence is associated with decreased oppo-

sition to autonomy.51 If that negative association is attenuated or reversed for some autonomy

demands, we might conclude that MPs were particularly opposed to these demands and therefore

less conciliatory in the face of violence.

In appendix Table A16, I reestimate the models of opposition after adding interactions of vi-

olence with relative development, natural resources, religious identity, and regional rivalries. The

only significant interaction is between violence and the variable Constituency in proposal region

but not coethnic. The models imply that MPs were less opposed to autonomy demands in case of

violence except if the militant demand came from non-coethnics in the MP’s home region. Thus,

MPs supported autonomy as a means to end violence in other regions of India but were much less

willing to do so when in-region, non-coethnics engaged in pro-autonomy violence. This closer

examination of the violence data, like the main results, buoys the regional rivalry explanation for

MP opposition to autonomy over the other theories.

Discussion

The last section explored three sets of claims about opposition to ethnic territorial autonomy. In-

dian central elites’ religious and linguistic nationalism has a mixed role in that opposition. The

results on economic variables run contrary to the expectations of much of the literature. Regional

rivalries are a promising explanation of opposition to ethnic autonomy. What can we learn from

these findings that might be applicable to the comparative literature on ethnoterritorial politics?
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MPs were most prone to oppose autonomy proposals that both involved their own region and

targeted their constituents’ non-coethnics for self-rule. A few studies note the role of regional pol-

itics in Indian federalism.52 In the India literature and the larger body of comparative scholarship,

however, regional politics is very much a second order concern, while central nationalism and rev-

enue imperatives are given pride of place. The results here suggest regional rivalries should always

be entertained as an explanation in accounting for ethnoterritorial violence and autonomy.

Regional rivalries also help make sense of the anomalous results on the religious nationalism

variables. A role for religious nationalism is evident above: MPs were more averse to autonomy

for non-Hindu areas compared to Hindu majority areas. However, that opposition was no stronger

among MPs representing Hindu constituencies. Examining the data, the lack of a difference be-

tween MPs representing Hindu and non-Hindu constituencies reflects controversy over dividing

Punjab state. This proposal was the most frequently discussed plan involving a minority religious

area. Dividing Punjab into areas historically defined by the languages of Punjabi and Hindi would

have also created a Sikh-majority state.53 Sikh political parties endorsed a division, while the

Punjab Congress party was split on the issue. A number of representatives of Sikh-majority or plu-

rality constituencies in the region, especially those affiliated with Congress, called for the status

quo. Meanwhile, many southern MPs, almost all of whom represented Hindu majority constituen-

cies, endorsed ethnoterritorial autonomy across the board, including the division of Punjab. In the

Punjab case, the relationship between the religious composition of MPs’ constituencies and their

policy stances was confounded by the in-region/out-of-region distinction.

Consider A.K. Gopalan, a Madras MP representing a Hindu constituency far from Punjab, who

blamed ongoing violence there on the central government’s failure to concede language-based

autonomy:

As far as Punjab is concerned, that is another question. The linguistic principle is

not applied there and adjustment on the basis of that principle, that is the principle of

language, is not applied there and we know what is happening in Punjab.54
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Bakshi Tek Chand, an MP from a linguistically and religiously mixed Punjab constituency, op-

posed reorganization and blamed internecine struggles for the rancor:

So far as the communal leaders are concerned, for their own little kudos, with a view to

establish their petty influence, in order to have some political recognition and for their

own selfish purposes, they are misleading the people. . . . [political leaders] for their

miserable little advantages, want these two communities to fly at each other’s throats,

want to tear them asunder in order that their personal status may be established.55

Tek Chand, like a number of MPs from religiously mixed constituencies in Punjab, focused on

the local, inter-communal political rivalries at stake in the Punjab and opposed autonomy on that

basis. Regional rivalries in Punjab make sense of the puzzle of large number of MPs representing

religious minority districts who also opposed autonomy for non-Hindus.

The investigation of nationalism above produced a bigger anomaly with respect to linguistic

identity. MPs were more likely to endorse non-Hindi language autonomy appeals. MPs repre-

senting Hindi-majority constituencies were the most likely to show this preference for minority

appeals over Hindi appeals. Linguistic reorganization was most popular in southern India, where

the major languages are unrelated to Hindi. For many Hindi belt nationalists, the state reorgani-

zation process was a concession to southern public opinion. These MPs had resigned themselves

to reorganization in the south but were less tolerant of suggestions that the reorganization infect

their own states.56 Autonomy demands from ostensibly-Hindi majority areas may have been espe-

cially threatening because they divided the population that the government was trying to turn into

a Hindi bloc. Evidence of this interpretation comes from the Congress leadership’s maneuvers to

limit discussion of reorganizing the Hindi belt. In a telling bit of heresthetics, the Speaker slated

little time for verbal arguments on proposals for Hindi areas.57 Proponents of new Hindi belt states

complained that the Speaker and Home Minister preventing consideration of such proposals.58

The general point this case raises is a challenge to the assumption that greater ethnic difference

implies a greater threat to a nationalist project. Indian central elites opposed autonomy for lan-
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guages in the Hindi family because they were most worried about shoring up the dominant bloc.

Central elites, particularly in post-colonial countries, are likely to fear fissures within the dominant

ethnic community, which is itself a relatively recent political construct. Such fears generate an-

tipathy toward autonomy demands from communities that are very similar to the dominant ethnic

group. This logic could explain why measures of ethnic difference do not have a clear correlation

with ethnoterritorial conflict in cross-national studies.

Finally, debates on India’s federal reorganization also do not square with the assumption that

central governments oppose ethnic autonomy because of the imperative for revenue extraction.

Contrary to the literature, MPs seemed particularly adverse to autonomy for poorer areas. Turning

to the qualitative evidence, many MPs argued that new states needed sufficient revenue to support

the machinery of a state government. Central actors were less worried that wealthy autonomous

regions would withhold resources from the center than they were that poor autonomous regions

would not be able to pay their own way. For example, the SRC devoted a chapter of its report

to setting out criteria for the financial viability of new states.59 Consider the statement of one of

the handful of MPs who wanted to drastically reduce the number of states in India and promote

greater centralization. Mohanlal Saksena, a Congress MP from the Hindi belt, was not concerned

that concentrating resources in a few states would allow regional governments to starve the cen-

ter. Instead, he argued that too many autonomous units would lead to a shortfall in development

spending:

We must have sufficient money for development expenditure. A lot of money is being

spent on Rajpramukhs and Governors [state-level appointed offices] and the mainte-

nance of their staff and other paraphernalia. You are going to have in every State

High Courts and a Public Service Commission. You are going to have a separate I.G.

[Inspector General] for police and all that.60

From this point of view, it is autonomy for poor areas, rather than rich areas, that is particularly

problematic.
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Central governments other than New Delhi might similarly oppose autonomy in poor regions

for fear of insolvent subnational governments. Economic models of the politics of subnational

borders should incorporate the competing dilemmas of the potential for rich regions to withhold

resources and the problem of poor regions not covering their own overhead costs. Such models

would yield new predictions as to when elites prefer autonomy demands from poor regions versus

rich regions.

Microfoundations of ethnoterritorial politics

Microlevel features of ethnoterritorial politics, such as elite and nonelite preferences and political

behavior, are too often assumed rather than investigated. This paper takes a step toward understand-

ing ethnoterritorial politics as a process, as opposed to examining only the correlates of outcomes

such as autonomy and violence. I conduct a quantitative case study of legislative debates prior to

the 1956 reorganization of India into a quasi-linguistic federation.

MPs’ opposition to ethnoterritorial autonomy is most persistently explained by regional eth-

nic rivalries, which figure much less prominently in the comparative literature on ethnoterritorial

politics than resource conflict and clashing nationalist sentiments. The results here suggest that

regional rivalries may need to be given more weight. For example, regional rivalries are needed

to understand how religious nationalism influenced Indian MPs. Like other studies of India, I

find central elites were especially opposed to autonomy for religious minorities. Surprisingly, this

opposition appears at about the same rate among MPs representing Hindu and non-Hindu con-

stituencies. That puzzle is driven by the tangle of regional rivalries at play in the high-profile case

of Punjab. The lesson for comparativists is that regional ethnic rivalries should be treated as an

important candidate explanation for outcomes in ethnoterritorial politics.

The center’s linguistic nation-building project shaped the terms of debate but not by creating a

positive relationship between language difference and central opposition to autonomy. Instead, the

imperative of building a dominant ethnic bloc prompted MPs from Hindi areas to be particularly
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opposed to autonomy demands that exposed faultlines in the Hindi belt. Like regional ethnic

rivalries, anxiety over shoring up the dominant ethnic group is plausibly at work in ethnoterritorial

politics in many countries.

The biggest challenge this article raises is to economic models of ethnoterritorial politics. Con-

cern over the financial viability of autonomous subunits is a competing consideration with fear of

autonomous regions withholding their greater-than-average revenues from the center. A question

for future theoretical and empirical work is to specify the conditions under which a central govern-

ment is most concerned about fiscal problems in poor autonomous areas versus conditions under

which the center’s fear of rich regions withholding resources is paramount.
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Table A1: Summary statistics

Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Dependent variable (MP/demand dyad characteristic):
Opposition to proposal 0.50 0.50 0 1
Opposition to proposal with non-mentions coded as zero 0.50 0.50 0 1

Proposal characteristics:
Non-Hindu area autonomy proposal 0.068 0.25 0 1
Non-Hindi area autonomy proposal 0.91 0.29 0 1
Developed area, i.e. higher literacy than average 0.42 0.49 0 1
Oil or mineral resources in proposal area 0.33 0.47 0 1
Pro-autonomy violence 0.24 0.43 0 1
Distance to New Delhi (Ln km) 6.5 1.1 0 7.7
Ln population of proposed autonomous area 15 1.1 12 17
Population share of autonomy-seeking group 0.53 0.29 0 0.95
Congress vote share in proposal area 0.47 0.14 0.12 1
Literacy rate relative to national rate 1.0 0.54 0.29 2.8
Developed area, i.e. higher urbanization than average 0.52 0.50 0 1
Non-Hindu area autonomy proposal * Violence 0.057 0.23 0 1
Developed area * Violence 0.18 0.38 0 1
Oil or mineral resources * Violence 0.038 0.19 0 1

MP/demand dyad characteristics:
Hindu constituency * Non-Hindu proposal 0.063 0.24 0 1
Hindi constituency * Non-Hindi proposal 0.087 0.28 0 1
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic 0.25 0.43 0 1
Constituency outside proposal region 0.59 0.49 0 1
Constituency outside proposal region, not coethnic 0.56 0.50 0 1
Hindu right MP * Non-Hindu proposal 0.0016 0.040 0 1
Hindu right MP * Non-Hindi proposal 0.021 0.14 0 1
Developed area proposal * Developed constituency 0.20 0.40 0 1
Oil or mineral resources in proposal area and MP’s constituency 0.083 0.28 0 1
In-region, non-coethnic * Violence 0.056 0.23 0 1
Out-of-region * Violence 0.14 0.35 0 1

MP characteristics:
Hindu majority constituency 0.97 0.16 0 1
Hindi majority constituency 0.10 0.31 0 1
Congress party 0.77 0.42 0 1
Communist party 0.044 0.21 0 1
Hindu right party 0.024 0.15 0 1

Observations 2458
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Table A2: Summary statistics after recoding dependent variable with non-mentions as cases of
non-opposition. See Table A10 below.

Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Dependent variable (MP/demand dyad characteristic):
Opposition to proposal with non-mentions coded as zero 0.035 0.18 0 1

Proposal characteristics:
Non-Hindu area autonomy proposal 0.056 0.23 0 1
Non-Hindi area autonomy proposal 0.94 0.23 0 1
Developed area, i.e. higher literacy than average 0.36 0.48 0 1
Oil or mineral resources in proposal area 0.32 0.47 0 1
Pro-autonomy violence 0.18 0.38 0 1
Distance to New Delhi (Ln km) 6.6 1.1 0 7.7
Ln population of proposed autonomous area 14 1.0 12 17
Population share of autonomy-seeking group 0.39 0.31 0 0.95
Congress vote share in proposal area 0.48 0.16 0.12 1
Literacy rate relative to national rate 0.97 0.51 0.29 2.8
Developed area, i.e. higher urbanization than average 0.36 0.48 0 1
Non-Hindu area autonomy proposal * Violence 0.042 0.20 0 1
Developed area * Violence 0.11 0.31 0 1
Oil or mineral resources * Violence 0.042 0.20 0 1

MP/demand dyad characteristics:
Hindu constituency * Non-Hindu proposal 0.054 0.23 0 1
Hindi constituency * Non-Hindi proposal 0.10 0.30 0 1
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic 0.10 0.30 0 1
Constituency outside proposal region 0.86 0.35 0 1
Constituency outside proposal region, not coethnic 0.84 0.36 0 1
Hindu right MP * Non-Hindu proposal 0.0010 0.032 0 1
Hindu right MP * Non-Hindi proposal 0.017 0.13 0 1
Developed area proposal * Developed constituency 0.14 0.35 0 1
Oil or mineral resources in proposal area and MP’s constituency 0.072 0.26 0 1
In-region, non-coethnic * Violence 0.014 0.12 0 1
Out-of-region * Violence 0.16 0.37 0 1

MP characteristics:
Hindu majority constituency 0.96 0.19 0 1
Hindi majority constituency 0.11 0.31 0 1
Congress party 0.74 0.44 0 1
Communist party 0.051 0.22 0 1
Hindu right party 0.018 0.13 0 1

Observations 35136
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Description of variables introduced in appendix

• Dependent variables (MP/proposal dyad characteristics)

– Opposition to proposal with non-mentions coded as zero: If an MP did not mention a
particular autonomy proposal or mentioned it in a neutral manner, opposition is coded
as a zero, rather than as missing.

• Autonomy proposal characteristics

– Literacy rate relative to national rate: Adult literacy rate in area of autonomy proposal
divided by national literacy rate. From Central Statistical Organisation. 1951. Census
of India 1951. New Delhi: Government of India Press.

– Developed area, i.e. higher urbanization than average: A 0/1 variable coded as a 1 for
proposal areas with an urbanization rate above the national urbanization rate. From:
Central Statistical Organisation. 1951. Census of India 1951. New Delhi: Government
of India Press.

– Developed area, i.e. less agrarian than average: A 0/1 variable coded as a 1 for pro-
posal areas with a lower proportion of the workforce involved in agriculture than the
national average. From: Central Statistical Organisation. 1951. Census of India 1951.
New Delhi: Government of India Press.

• MP/proposal dyad characteristics

– Constituency outside proposal region, not coethnic: A dummy variable noting cases in
which the majority language group in an MP’s constituency was not the ethnic group
that would receive autonomy under an autonomy proposal and the MP’s constituency
was not in that proposal’s region. When the dummy variables Constituency in proposal
region but not coethnic and Constituency outside proposal region, not coethnic are
included in a regression model, the implicit reference category is MP/proposal dyads
in which the majority ethnic group in the MP’s constituency was the same as the ethnic
group associated with the autonomy proposal, although the constituency may or may
not have been in the proposal region.

– Developed area proposal * Developed constituency: Dummy variable for a dyad in
which both the proposal area and the MP’s constituency have literacy rates above the
national average.

– Oil or mineral resources in proposal area and MP’s constituency: Dummy variable
for a dyad in which the proposal area and the MP’s constituency are oil or mineral
producing areas.

• MP characteristics

– Congress party: A dummy variable for an MP who was elected as a member of the
Indian National Congress. When the Congress, communist and Hindu right party vari-
ables are included in the same model, the omitted reference category is made up of
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members of various socialist parties (the largest opposition bloc) and a few indepen-
dents. All party variables are from: Election Commission of India. 2015. General
Election Results and Statistics. New Delhi: Government of India.

– Communist party: A dummy variable for an MP who was elected as a member of
the Communist Party of India, Forward Bloc (Marxist Group), or People’s Democratic
Front.

– Hindu right party: A dummy variable for an MP who was elected as a member of the
Akhil Bharatiya Hindu Mahasabha, Akhil Bharatiya Ram Rajya Parishad, or All India
Bharatiya Jan Sangh.
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Table A3: Cross-tabulations of MP opposition to ethnic territorial autonomy proposals, Hindu
religious identity, and Hindi linguistic identity

(a) Religious identity

Proposal region
majority

non-Hindu?

MP’s
constituency

majority Hindu? N†

% Opposing
autonomy
proposal Difference‡

N all 2290 48
Y all 168 74 26∗∗

N N 51 43
Y N 14 57 14

N Y 2239 49
Y Y 154 76 27∗∗

(b) Linguistic identity

Proposal region
majority

non-Hindi?

MP’s
constituency

majority Hindi? N†

% Opposing
autonomy
proposal Difference‡

N all 225 72
Y all 2233 48 -23∗∗

N N 184 70
Y N 2018 46 -24∗∗

N Y 41 78
Y Y 215 63 -15

† Unit of analysis is the MP/proposal dyad.
‡ Reported with statistical significance of two-tailed test for difference in proportions.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A4: Cross-tabulations of MP opposition to ethnic territorial autonomy proposals, relative
development, and natural resources

(a) Relative development

Proposal region
relatively

developed? N†

% Opposing
autonomy
proposal Difference‡

N 1423 57
Y 1035 41 -16∗∗

(b) Oil and mineral resources

Proposal region
produces oil or

mineral
resources? N†

% Opposing
autonomy
proposal Difference‡

N 1656 54
Y 802 43 -11∗∗

† Unit of analysis is the MP/proposal dyad.
‡ Reported with statistical significance of two-tailed test for difference in proportions.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A5: Cross-tabulations of MP opposition to ethnic territorial autonomy proposals and regional
rivalry variables

MP’s
constituency in

proposal region?

MP’s constituency
coethnic with

proposed
autonomous group? N†

% Opposing
autonomy
proposal

Difference
cf. in-region,
non-coethnic

constituency MPs‡

Y N 605 61
Y Y 413 17 -44∗∗

N all 1440 55 -5.7∗

N N 1387 55 -5.6∗

N Y 53 53 -8.2
† Unit of analysis is the MP/proposal dyad.
‡ Reported with statistical significance of two-tailed test for difference in proportions.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A6: The interaction of central nationalism and pro-autonomy violence in MPs’ opposition
to ethnic territorial autonomy

Autonomy
proposal for

non-Hindu area?

Prior pro-autonomy violence and %
opposing autonomy proposal

No violence Violence Difference†
Difference in
differences‡

N 51 37 -15∗∗

Y 96 70 -26∗ -11
† Reported with statistical significance of two-tailed test for difference in proportions.
‡ Statistical significance calculated from two-tailed test after OLS regression.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A7: The interaction of economic resources and pro-autonomy violence in MPs’ opposition
to ethnic territorial autonomy

(a) Relative development

Proposal region
relatively

developed?

Prior pro-autonomy violence and %
opposing autonomy proposal

No violence Violence Difference†
Difference in
differences‡

N 57 58 1.2
Y 42 40 -2.0 -3.2

(b) Oil or mineral resources

Proposal region
produces oil or

mineral
resources?

Prior pro-autonomy violence and %
opposing autonomy proposal

No violence Violence Difference†
Difference in
differences‡

N 58 44 -15∗∗

Y 42 51 8.6 23∗∗

† Reported with statistical significance of two-tailed test for difference in proportions.
‡ Statistical significance calculated from two-tailed test after OLS regression.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A8: The interaction of regional rivalries and pro-autonomy violence in MPs’ opposition to
ethnic territorial autonomy

MP’s
constituency in

proposal region?

MP’s constituency
coethnic with

proposed
autonomous group?

Prior pro-autonomy violence and %
opposing autonomy proposal

No violence Violence Difference†

Difference in
differences

cf. in-region,
non-coethnic
constituency

MPs‡

Y N 59 68 8.9∗

Y Y 20 8.2 -12∗∗ -21∗∗

N all 58 47 -11∗∗ -20∗∗

† Reported with statistical significance of two-tailed test for difference in proportions.
‡ Statistical significance calculated from two-tailed test after OLS regression.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A9: OLS models of MP opposition to ethnoterritorial autonomy estimated without covariates

Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area autonomy 0.21
proposal (0.13)

Non-Hindi area autonomy −0.20∗∗

proposal (0.032)

Developed area, i.e. higher −0.091∗∗

literacy than average (0.018)

Oil or mineral resources in −0.13∗∗

proposal area (0.018)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * Non-Hindu −0.0068 −0.049
proposal (0.13) (0.11)

Hindi constituency * Non-Hindi 0.012 −0.033
proposal (0.078) (0.066)

Constituency in proposal 0.28∗∗ 0.24∗∗

region but not coethnic (0.029) (0.025)

Constituency outside proposal 0.10∗∗ 0.10∗∗

region (0.028) (0.025)

Proposal fixed effects No Yes No Yes No No No Yes
MP fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2458 2458 2458 2458 2458 2458 2458 2458
Adjusted R-squared 0.39 0.57 0.40 0.57 0.39 0.40 0.41 0.59

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

52∗∗ 44∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A10: OLS models of MP opposition to ethnoterritorial autonomy with non-mentions coded
as zeros

Model 13 Model 14 Model 15 Model 16

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area 0.062∗∗

autonomy proposal (0.018)

Non-Hindi area −0.023∗∗

autonomy proposal (0.0043)

Developed area, −0.0027 −0.00021
i.e. higher literacy than average (0.0018) (0.0018)

Oil or mineral −0.0051∗∗ −0.00074
resources in proposal area (0.0018) (0.0018)

Pro-autonomy 0.0033 0.011∗∗

violence (0.0024) (0.0022)

Distance to New −0.0050∗∗ −0.0037∗∗

Delhi (Ln km) (0.00076) (0.00079)

Ln population of 0.0047∗∗ 0.0021∗

proposed autonomous area (0.00087) (0.00086)

Population share of 0.032∗∗ 0.033∗∗

autonomy-seeking group (0.0028) (0.0028)

Congress vote share −0.015∗∗ −0.018∗∗

in proposal area (0.0053) (0.0053)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * −0.037∗ −0.036
Non-Hindu proposal (0.019) (0.018)

Hindi constituency * −0.064∗∗ −0.063∗∗

Non-Hindi proposal (0.011) (0.011)

Constituency in 0.044∗∗ 0.048∗∗ 0.047∗∗ 0.051∗∗

proposal region but not coethnic (0.0048) (0.0048) (0.0048) (0.0048)

Constituency outside −0.038∗∗ −0.039∗∗ −0.035∗∗ −0.037∗∗

proposal region (0.0042) (0.0041) (0.0042) (0.0042)

Proposal fixed effects No Yes No Yes
MP fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 35136 35136 35136 35136
Adjusted R-squared 0.34 0.36 0.34 0.36

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

900∗∗ 1000∗∗ 900∗∗ 1000∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A11: Reestimation of models in main text using a continuous coding of relative development

Model 17 Model 18

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area autonomy 0.38∗∗

proposal (0.12)

Non-Hindi area autonomy −0.12∗∗

proposal (0.036)

Literacy rate relative to 0.0012 −0.0041
national rate (0.017) (0.018)

Oil or mineral resources in −0.13∗∗ −0.11∗∗

proposal area (0.019) (0.019)

Pro-autonomy violence −0.086∗∗ −0.00042
(0.023) (0.020)

Distance to New Delhi (Ln km) −0.050∗∗ −0.042∗∗

(0.0081) (0.0089)

Ln population of proposed −0.030∗∗ −0.045∗∗

autonomous area (0.0083) (0.0084)

Population share of −0.20∗∗ −0.17∗∗

autonomy-seeking group (0.032) (0.032)

Congress vote share in −0.27∗∗ −0.26∗∗

proposal area (0.059) (0.060)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * Non-Hindu −0.13
proposal (0.12)

Hindi constituency * Non-Hindi −0.10
proposal (0.076)

Constituency in proposal 0.27∗∗ 0.27∗∗

region but not coethnic (0.028) (0.028)

Constituency outside proposal 0.10∗∗ 0.11∗∗

region (0.027) (0.028)

Proposal fixed effects Yes Yes
MP fixed effects 2458 2458
Observations 0.47 0.46

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

50∗∗ 46∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A12: Reestimation of models in main text with coding of relative development based on
urbanization and share of workforce involved in agriculture

Model 19 Model 20 Model 21 Model 22

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area autonomy 0.40∗∗ 0.37∗∗

proposal (0.12) (0.12)

Non-Hindi area autonomy −0.11∗∗ −0.12∗∗

proposal (0.035) (0.035)

Developed area, i.e. higher −0.084∗∗ −0.073∗∗

urbanization than average (0.019) (0.019)

Developed area, i.e. less 0.015 0.040∗

agrarian than average (0.018) (0.018)

Oil or mineral resources in −0.13∗∗ −0.11∗∗ −0.13∗∗ −0.096∗∗

proposal area (0.018) (0.018) (0.019) (0.019)

Pro-autonomy violence −0.059∗∗ 0.022 −0.087∗∗ −0.0070
(0.022) (0.020) (0.021) (0.020)

Distance to New Delhi (Ln km) −0.056∗∗ −0.049∗∗ −0.049∗∗ −0.040∗∗

(0.0081) (0.0091) (0.0080) (0.0089)

Ln population of proposed −0.020∗ −0.037∗∗ −0.031∗∗ −0.050∗∗

autonomous area (0.0084) (0.0085) (0.0085) (0.0085)

Population share of −0.19∗∗ −0.16∗∗ −0.20∗∗ −0.17∗∗

autonomy-seeking group (0.032) (0.032) (0.032) (0.032)

Congress vote share in −0.17∗∗ −0.18∗∗ −0.27∗∗ −0.27∗∗

proposal area (0.063) (0.063) (0.059) (0.059)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * Non-Hindu −0.14 −0.13
proposal (0.12) (0.12)

Hindi constituency * Non-Hindi −0.11 −0.10
proposal (0.075) (0.076)

Constituency in proposal 0.27∗∗ 0.27∗∗ 0.26∗∗ 0.27∗∗

region but not coethnic (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028)

Constituency outside proposal 0.11∗∗ 0.12∗∗ 0.10∗∗ 0.10∗∗

region (0.027) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028)

Proposal fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP fixed effects 2458 2458 2458 2458
Observations 0.47 0.46 0.47 0.46

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

46∗∗ 43∗∗ 51∗∗ 49∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A13: Reestimation of models in main text with an interaction between development indica-
tors in proposal region and in MPs’ constituencies

Model 23 Model 24 Model 25 Model 26

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area autonomy 0.38∗∗ 0.26∗∗

proposal (0.12) (0.035)

Non-Hindi area autonomy
proposal

Developed area, −0.074∗∗ −0.068∗∗

i.e. higher literacy than average (0.022) (0.022)

Oil or mineral resources in −0.14∗∗ −0.14∗∗

proposal area (0.021) (0.021)

Pro-autonomy violence −0.068∗∗ −0.067∗∗

(0.022) (0.022)

Distance to New Delhi (Ln −0.044∗∗ −0.041∗∗

km) (0.0082) (0.0083)

Ln population of proposed −0.025∗∗ −0.027∗∗

autonomous area (0.0083) (0.0083)

Population share of −0.20∗∗ −0.20∗∗

autonomy-seeking group (0.032) (0.032)

Congress vote share in −0.25∗∗ −0.24∗∗

proposal area (0.059) (0.059)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * −0.13 −0.19
Non-Hindu proposal (0.12) (0.11)

Hindi constituency * −0.21∗∗ −0.13∗

Non-Hindi proposal (0.070) (0.067)

Developed area proposal * 0.033 0.0055 0.025 0.00097
Developed constituency (0.034) (0.031) (0.034) (0.031)

Oil or mineral resources in 0.0049 0.0012 0.0029 0.0012
proposal area and MP’s constituency (0.042) (0.038) (0.042) (0.038)

Constituency in proposal 0.27∗∗ 0.25∗∗ 0.28∗∗ 0.25∗∗

region but not coethnic (0.028) (0.025) (0.028) (0.026)

Constituency outside 0.12∗∗ 0.11∗∗ 0.12∗∗ 0.11∗∗

proposal region (0.028) (0.025) (0.028) (0.026)

Proposal fixed effects No Yes No Yes
MP fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2458 2458 2458 2458
Adjusted R-squared 0.47 0.59 0.47 0.59

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

43∗∗ 43∗∗ 43∗∗ 42∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A14: Reestimation of models in main text including dummy variables for in-region, non-
coethnic and out-of-region, non-coethnic MP/proposal dyads. The excluded category is all coeth-
nic MP/proposal dyads.

Model 27 Model 28 Model 29 Model 30

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area 0.37∗∗

autonomy proposal (0.12)

Non-Hindi area −0.095∗∗

autonomy proposal (0.036)

Developed area, −0.059∗∗ −0.048∗

i.e. higher literacy than average (0.018) (0.019)

Oil or mineral −0.14∗∗ −0.12∗∗

resources in proposal area (0.018) (0.019)

Pro-autonomy −0.070∗∗ 0.0076
violence (0.022) (0.020)

Distance to New −0.046∗∗ −0.041∗∗

Delhi (Ln km) (0.0082) (0.0089)

Ln population of −0.027∗∗ −0.043∗∗

proposed autonomous area (0.0082) (0.0083)

Population share of −0.20∗∗ −0.17∗∗

autonomy-seeking group (0.032) (0.032)

Congress vote share −0.25∗∗ −0.25∗∗

in proposal area (0.059) (0.060)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * −0.12 −0.18
Non-Hindu proposal (0.12) (0.11)

Hindi constituency * −0.17∗ −0.18∗∗

Non-Hindi proposal (0.079) (0.070)

Constituency in 0.26∗∗ 0.23∗∗ 0.27∗∗ 0.25∗∗

proposal region but not coethnic (0.027) (0.024) (0.028) (0.025)

Constituency outside 0.099∗∗ 0.088∗∗ 0.13∗∗ 0.11∗∗

proposal region, not coethnic (0.026) (0.024) (0.028) (0.025)

Proposal fixed effects No Yes No Yes
MP fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 2458 2458 2458 2458
Adjusted R-squared 0.47 0.59 0.46 0.59

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

47∗∗ 47∗∗ 41∗∗ 44∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A15: OLS models of MP opposition to ethnoterritorial autonomy estimated without MP
fixed effects and with MP partisanship variables

Model 31 Model 32 Model 33 Model 34

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area 0.49∗∗

autonomy proposal (0.13)

Non-Hindi area −0.10∗

autonomy proposal (0.042)

Developed area, −0.096∗∗ −0.084∗∗

i.e. higher literacy than average (0.020) (0.021)

Oil or mineral −0.14∗∗ −0.11∗∗

resources in proposal area (0.020) (0.021)

Pro-autonomy −0.088∗∗ 0.0031
violence (0.025) (0.023)

Distance to New −0.042∗∗ −0.038∗∗

Delhi (Ln km) (0.0089) (0.0097)

Ln population of −0.040∗∗ −0.060∗∗

proposed autonomous area (0.0092) (0.0092)

Population share of −0.27∗∗ −0.24∗∗

autonomy-seeking group (0.034) (0.034)

Congress vote share −0.26∗∗ −0.28∗∗

in proposal area (0.064) (0.065)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * −0.20
Non-Hindu proposal (0.14)

Hindi constituency * −0.17∗

Non-Hindi proposal (0.083)

Constituency in 0.40∗∗ 0.41∗∗ 0.24∗∗ 0.24∗∗

proposal region but not coethnic (0.028) (0.028) (0.025) (0.025)

Constituency outside 0.35∗∗ 0.36∗∗ 0.100∗∗ 0.099∗∗

proposal region (0.025) (0.025) (0.025) (0.025)

Hindu right MP * 0.34
Non-Hindu proposal (0.18)

Hindu right MP * −0.24
Non-Hindi proposal (0.14)

MP characteristics:

Hindu majority 0.10
constituency (0.062)

Hindi majority 0.21∗∗

constituency (0.076)

Congress party 0.27∗∗ 0.26∗∗

(0.024) (0.025)

Communist party −0.17∗∗ −0.15∗∗

(0.047) (0.047)

Hindu right party 0.047 0.044
(0.061) (0.061)

Constant 1.1∗∗ 1.5∗∗

(0.16) (0.16)

Proposal fixed effects No No Yes Yes
MP fixed effects No No Yes Yes
Observations 2458 2458 2458 2458
Adjusted R-squared 0.63 0.63 0.59 0.59

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

6.2∗ 5.7∗ 44∗∗ 44∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01 17



The role of pro-autonomy violence
Do proposal characteristics condition the correlation between violence and opposition? Model 35
interacts pro-autonomy violence with the dummy variables for non-Hindu area autonomy propos-
als, developed areas, and resource rich areas, and with the indicators for regional rivalries. It is
not possible to examine an interaction between violence and Hindi language area demands. Before
the Lok Sabha debates, there had been no cases of pro-autonomy violence for a proposal from a
Hindi-majority area. Model 36 adds proposal fixed effects to Model 35. Proposal characteristics
drop out of this model, which functions as a robustness test of variables measured at the level of
MP/proposal dyad. The results in Models 35 and 36 are substantively similar.

All of the new interaction terms multiply the violence dummy variable by one of the factors that
is thought to increase MP opposition to autonomy. If these factors also make MPs less conciliatory
in the face of violence, the new interaction terms should have positive coefficients. Adding a posi-
tive coefficient to the negative coefficient on Pro-autonomy violence that opposition is decreasing
by a smaller amount.

The results from Model 35 are best captured in Figure A1. The figure plots predicted dif-
ferences in MP opposition to autonomy in a case of pro-autonomy violence compared to a case
without such violence. The four panels plot that comparison according to other characteristics of
autonomy proposals. For example, Figure A1a shows the difference in MP opposition to auton-
omy in case of violence in a Hindu-majority area (plotted as a circle) and the difference in case of
violence in an area without a Hindu majority (plotted as a square).

One interpretation of the central nationalism thesis is that pro-autonomy violence by religious
minorities is less sympathetic to central observers and produces a smaller move in the militants’
favor. The data here are not consistent with that idea. As Figure A1a shows, the results actually run
counter to expectations. MP opposition is 16% lower in case of violence in a Hindu-majority area.
The decrease in opposition to autonomy is larger for non-Hindu areas; violence was associated
with 41% lower opposition. This result adds to the conclusion that central nation-building had a
more complex relationship to MP opinion than existing theories would predict.

Figure A1b looks at the interaction between violence and relatively developed areas. In the
reference category, less developed areas, violence is associated with 16% less opposition to auton-
omy. The point estimate marked with a square in Figure A1b is the comparison among relatively
developed areas in case of violence. There is no statistically significant difference in rates of MP
opposition. The same holds for resource rich areas: among these areas, MP opposition was no
different in case of pro-autonomy violence (Figure A1c).

Although the interaction terms between the violence and economics variables are positive, the
model is still not consistent with the idea that the center was particularly opposed to autonomy for
relatively wealthy areas. The interaction terms are not large and serve to cancel out the negative
coefficient on relative development. The net result is that MP opposition to autonomy in case of
violence was roughly the same for developed and underdeveloped areas. In cases without violence,
opposition to autonomy was higher for underdeveloped areas. Similarly, in case of violence, there
is no correlation between mineral resources and MP opposition to autonomy. In cases without
violence, MP’s oppose autonomy for areas without mineral resources.

Finally, Figure A1d implies that MPs’ reactions to violence varied depending on their con-
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stituencies’ regional and ethnic ties to the proposal at issue. Violence is associated with less
opposition to autonomy in all three of the region-based categories of MP/proposal dyads: the in-
region, coethnic reference category (circle); MPs representing in-region, non-coethnic constituen-
cies (square); and out-of-region MPs (triangle). However, the drop in opposition to autonomy in
case of violence is much smaller among in-region, non-coethnic MPs than in the other two groups
of MPs. In fact, MPs’ opposition to in-region, non-coethnic proposals was virtually unchanged
in case of violence. MPs responded to pro-autonomy violence outside of their region much more
favorably. The final row of F-tests in Table A16 shows that the differences in reactions to vio-
lence among in-region, non-coethnic MPs versus out-of-region MPs are statistically significant.
The regional rivalry variables can also be examined after adding proposal fixed effects (Model 36).
In that model, the coefficients on the interaction terms support the same interpretation: violence
was more likely to nudge an MP to accept an autonomy proposal from elsewhere in India than to
decrease opposition to local, non-coethnic demands.
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Table A16: Estimation of opposition to autonomy including violence interacted with central na-
tionalism, economic factors, and regional rivalries

Expectation Model 35 Model 36

Proposal characteristics:

Non-Hindu area + 0.58∗∗

autonomy proposal (0.14)

Developed area, + −0.095∗∗

i.e. higher literacy than average (0.020)

Oil or mineral + −0.17∗∗

resources in proposal area (0.020)

Pro-autonomy - −0.16∗∗

violence (0.059)

Distance to New −0.045∗∗

Delhi (Ln km) (0.0081)

Ln population of −0.021∗

proposed autonomous area (0.0090)

Population share of −0.22∗∗

autonomy-seeking group (0.033)

Congress vote share −0.22∗∗

in proposal area (0.059)

Non-Hindu area + −0.25∗∗

autonomy proposal * Violence (0.086)

Developed area * + 0.17∗∗

Violence (0.047)

Oil or mineral + 0.16∗∗

resources * Violence (0.055)

MP/proposal dyad characteristics:

Hindu constituency * + −0.044 −0.12
Non-Hindu proposal (0.13) (0.11)

Constituency in + 0.24∗∗ 0.19∗∗

proposal region but not coethnic (0.032) (0.029)

Constituency outside + 0.13∗∗ 0.10∗∗

proposal region (0.030) (0.027)

In-region, + 0.13∗ 0.21∗∗

non-coethnic * Violence (0.060) (0.055)

Out-of-region * ? −0.12∗ −0.029
Violence (0.052) (0.048)

Proposal fixed effects No Yes
MP fixed effects Yes Yes
Observations 2458 2458
Adjusted R-squared 0.48 0.60

Additional hypothesis tests:†
Constituency in proposal region but not coethnic = Constituency outside proposal region

17∗∗ 15∗∗

In-region, non-coethnic * Violence = Out-of-region * Violence
29∗∗ 32∗∗

†F statistics and significance of two-tailed tests with a null hypothesis of equal coefficients.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01 20



Figure A1: Predicted differences in opposition to autonomy in case of pro-autonomy violence,
with 95% confidence intervals. Based on Model 35 (Table A16).

(a) Religious composition of proposal area
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(b) Proposal area relative development
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(c) Proposal area oil or mineral resources
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(d) Regional and ethnic alignment of MP and
proposal
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